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Abstract
To clarify the characteristics of Fermi-surface reconstruction, called Lifshitz transitions, in mag-
netic phases of f -electron materials, we investigate magnetically ordered states of the periodic
Anderson model by applying the variational Monte Carlo method. As variational wavefunctions,
we use the Gutzwiller wavefunctions for the paramagnetic, antiferromagnetic, and ferromagnetic
states. Around half-ﬁlling, we ﬁnd an antiferromagnetic phase, and far away from half-ﬁlling,
we ﬁnd a ferromagnetic phase as the ground state. Inside both magnetic phases, Lifshitz transi-
tions take place. At the Lifshitz transitions, the sizes of the ordered moments change. In order
to understand the Lifshitz transitions further, we also analyze the f -electron contribution to
the Fermi surface by evaluating the jump in the momentum distribution function at the Fermi
momentum. Then, we ﬁnd that, in the large ordered-moment states, the f -electron contribu-
tion to the Fermi surface becomes small. This observation clearly shows that these Lifshitz
transitions are itinerant-localized transitions of the f electrons.
Keywords: Lifshitz transition, antiferromagnetism, ferromagnetism, Fermi surface, variational Monte
Carlo method
1 Introduction
In recent years, Fermi-surface reconstruction, which is called a Lifshitz transition [1], has been
discussed as a possible origin of anomalies in magnetic phases of several f -electron materials.
For example, the phase transition between two ferromagnetic phases in UGe2 under pressure [2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11], YbRh2Si2 under a magnetic ﬁeld [12, 13, 14, 15, 16], and the transition
between the antiferromagnetic phases of CeRh1−xCoxIn5 [17]. Fermi-surface reconstruction in
the antiferromagnetic phase of CeRhIn5 under a magnetic ﬁeld has also been reported [18].
Theoretically, such a possibility of the Lifshitz transition in heavy-ferimon systems has been
discussed based on the Kondo lattice model [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] and on
the periodic Anderson model [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. From these studies, it is revealed
that the Lifshitz transitions take place in the magnetic phases of these models. However, the
nature of these Lifshitz transitions is not well understood.
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In this paper, we investigate the Lifshitz transitions of the periodic Anderson model in
the antiferromagnetic and the ferromagnetic phases on an equal footing by using the vari-
ational Monte Carlo method. In particular, we estimate the f -electron contribution to the
Fermi surface, and then discuss the change in itinerancy of the f electrons through the Lifshitz
transitions.
2 Model and Method
The periodic Anderson model is given by
H =
∑
kσ
kc
†
kσckσ +
∑
iσ
fnfiσ − V
∑
kσ
(f†kσckσ + c
†
kσfkσ) + U
∑
i
nfi↑nfi↓, (1)
where c†kσ and f
†
kσ are the creation operators of the conduction and f electrons, respectively,
with momentum k and spin σ. nfiσ is the number operator of the f electron with spin σ at
site i. k is the kinetic energy of the conduction electron, f is the f -electron level, V is the
hybridization matrix element, and U is the onsite Coulomb interaction between f electrons. In
this study, we consider the model on a square lattice. We take only the nearest-neighbor hopping
for the conduction electrons, and the kinetic energy is given by k = −2t(cos kx+cos ky), where
t is the hopping integral and we set the lattice constant unity.
To this model, we apply the variational Monte Carlo method [34, 40]. As the variational
wavefunction, we consider the Gutzwiller wavefunction given by
|ψ〉 = P |φ〉, (2)
with the projection operator
P =
∏
i
[1− (1− g)nfi↑nfi↓]. (3)
Here, g is a variational parameter and we tune it to minimize energy. This parameter controls
the possibility of the double occupancy of the f electrons on the same site. |φ〉 is the one-
electron part of the wavefunction. In the present study, we choose the one-electron part as the
ground state of a mean-ﬁeld-type eﬀective-Hamiltonian given below.
For the paramagnetic or ferromagnetic state, that is, for a uniform state, we use the following
eﬀective-Hamiltonian:
Heﬀ =
∑
kσ
(c†kσ f
†
kσ)
(
k −V˜σ
−V˜σ ˜fσ
)(
ckσ
fkσ
)
, (4)
where V˜σ is the eﬀective hybridization matrix element and ˜fσ is the eﬀective f -level. They are
also variational parameters. For the paramagnetic state, they do not depend on spin σ. Thus,
there are 3 variational parameters for the paramagnetic state and 5 variational parameters for
the ferromagnetic state in total.
For the antiferromagnetic state, we consider a staggered state. The eﬀective Hamiltonian is
given by
Heﬀ =
∑
kσ
(c†kσ f
†
kσ c
†
k+Qσ f
†
k+Qσ)×
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
k −V˜ σ˜cQ −σV˜Q
−V˜ ˜f −σV˜Q σ˜fQ
σ˜cQ −σV˜Q k+Q −V˜
−σV˜Q σ˜fQ −V˜ ˜f
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ckσ
fkσ
ck+Qσ
fk+Qσ
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (5)
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where the ordering vector is Q = (π, π), and σ in front of the parameters stands for + (−) for
the up-spin (down-spin) states. In this equation, k-summation runs over the folded Brillouin-
zone of the antiferromagnetic state. The parameters with tilde are variational parameters. ˜cQ
and ˜fQ play roles like mean-ﬁelds and V˜Q describes the staggered component of the eﬀective
hybridization matrix element in the antiferromagnetic state. In total, there are 6 variational
parameters for the antiferromagnetic state.
While we have also considered an eﬀective-Hamiltonian similar to Eq. (5) for the charge-
density-wave state with Q = (π, π), we have found that the charge-density-wave state does not
become the ground state within the parameters we have investigated for. Thus, we show results
only for the paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, and antiferromagnetic states in the following.
We construct the one-electron part |φ〉 by ﬁxing the total number of the electrons nσ per
site of each spin σ. In the paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic states, they are independent of
spin, i.e., n↑ = n↓. For the ferromagnetic state, the magnetization M = n↑ −n↓ is a parameter
characterizing the state. Thus, we have to calculate for several values ofM for the ferromagnetic
state with the same electron-density n = n↑+n↓. For each state, we evaluate energy by using the
Monte Carlo method, and optimize the variational parameters which minimize energy. Then,
we compare energy of these states with the same electron-density n and determine the ground
state. Other physical quantities can also be calculated by the Monte Carlo method with the
optimized variational parameters.
In this study, we set U = 8t and V = t. The lattice size is 12×12 with antiperiodic-periodic
boundary conditions.
3 Results
3.1 n = 1.917
First, we discuss the results around half-ﬁlling (n = 2). We set the number of the electrons
per site n = 276/122 = 1.917. For this ﬁlling, we ﬁnd that the antiferromagnetic state has
the lowest energy in a wide parameter region except for f  0 [39]. Around f = 0, a weak
ferromagnetic state with M = 0.083 (half-metallic state, M = 2 − n) has lower energy than
the paramagnetic state and the antiferromagnetic state. However, the energy gain in this weak
ferromagnetic state is very small, and it may become unstable by improving the theory in
future. Therefore, we simply ignore this ferromagnetic state here.
Figure 1(a) shows the antiferromagnetic moments as functions of f . The antiferromagnetic
moments of the conduction electrons McAF and of the f electrons MfAF are deﬁned by
McAF =
1
N
∑
i
eiQ·ri〈nci↑ − nci↓〉, (6)
MfAF =
1
N
∑
i
eiQ·ri〈nfi↑ − nfi↓〉, (7)
where N is the number of the lattice sites, ri is the position of site i, nciσ is the number
operator of the conduction electrons at site i with spin σ, and 〈· · · 〉 denotes the expecta-
tion value in the ground state wavefunction. The total antiferromagnetic moment is given by
MAF = McAF+MfAF. McAF and MfAF have opposite sign to each other. By decreasing f , the
antiferromagnetic moment develops from zero at f  0.1, and at f  −1.3, the antiferromag-
netic moment jumps through a ﬁrst order phase transition. Here, we call the antiferromagnetic
state with smaller moment AF1, and that with larger moment AF2. The Fermi surface in AF1
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Figure 1: Physical quantities for U/t = 8, V/t = 1, and n = 1.917 as functions of f . The
vertical lines indicate the phase boundaries. (a) Antiferromagnetic moments of the conduction
electrons (solid squares) and of the f electrons (circles), and the total antiferromagnetic moment
(open squares). Insets show the Fermi surface in each phase. Only the lower hybridized-band
is occupied in the lightly shaded areas and both hybridized bands are occupied in the darkly
shaded areas. (b) The jumps in the momentum distribution functions at the Fermi momentum
of the conduction electrons (solid squares), of the f electrons (circles), and of the total electrons
(open squares).
can be obtained simply folding the Brillouin zone from that in the paramagnetic (PM) state.
The Fermi surface in AF2 is diﬀerent from AF1 and the transition between them is a Lifshitz
transition.
In Fig. 1(b), we show the jumps in the momentum distribution functions at the Fermi
momentum. The momentum distribution functions are given by
nc(k) = 〈c†k↑ck↑〉 = 〈c†k↓ck↓〉, (8)
nf (k) = 〈f†k↑fk↑〉 = 〈f†k↓fk↓〉, (9)
n(k) = nc(k) + nf (k), (10)
for the paramagnetic state, and
nc(k) = 〈c†k↑ck↑ + c†k+Q↑ck+Q↑〉 = 〈c†k↓ck↓ + c†k+Q↓ck+Q↓〉, (11)
nf (k) = 〈f†k↑fk↑ + f†k+Q↑fk+Q↑〉 = 〈f†k↓fk↓ + f†k+Q↓fk+Q↓〉, (12)
n(k) = nc(k) + nf (k), (13)
for the antiferromagnetic state. We measure the jumps in these momentum distribution func-
tions at the Fermi momentum kF along (π, 0)-(π, π) for the paramagnetic state and along
(0, 0)-(π, 0) for the antiferromagnetic states. In PM and AF1, the total jump Δn(kF) is mainly
composed of the f contribution Δnf (kF). On the other hand, in AF2, the total jump is mainly
composed of the conduction-electron contribution Δnc(kF). In other words, the Fermi surface
in AF2 is dominated by the conduction electrons and the f electrons are almost localized. Thus,
we can regard the AF1-AF2 transition as an itinerant-localized transition of the f electrons.
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Figure 2: Physical quantities for U/t = 8, V/t = 1, and n = 1.5 as functions of f . The
vertical lines indicate the phase boundaries. (a) Ferromagnetic moments of the conduction
electrons (solid squares) and of the f electrons (circles), and the total ferromagnetic moment
(open squares). Insets show the Fermi surface in each phase. Only the lower hybridized-band
is occupied in the lightly shaded areas and both hybridized bands are occupied in the darkly
shaded area. (b),(c) The jump in the momentum distribution functions at the Fermi momentum
of the conduction electrons (solid squares), of the f electrons (circles), and of the total electrons
(open squares) (b) for the up-spin state and (c) for the down-spin state.
3.2 n = 1.5
Next, we show the results far away from half-ﬁlling, for n = 1.5. For this ﬁlling, we ﬁnd that
the ferromagnetic state has the lowest energy in a wide parameter region [39].
Figure 2(a) shows the ferromagnetic moments as functions of f . The ferromagnetic mo-
ments of the conduction electrons Mc and of the f electrons Mf are deﬁned by
Mc =
1
N
∑
i
〈nci↑ − nci↓〉, (14)
Mf =
1
N
∑
i
〈nfi↑ − nfi↓〉. (15)
The total ferromagnetic moment is given by M = Mc +Mf . Even in the ferromagnetic states,
Mc is very small in comparison with Mf . By decreasing f , M gradually develops from zero at
f  0.4. At f  −0.8, M jumps to 2 − n = 0.5. This state is a half-metallic state for this
ﬁlling, where the Fermi surface for the up-spin electrons disappears [see insets in Fig. 2(a)]. By
decreasing f further, M increases again from f  −1.7. Here, we call the low-magnetization
state (M < 0.5) FM0, the half-metallic state (M = 0.5) FM1, and the high-magnetization
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state (M > 0.5) FM2. Since the Fermi surface for the up-spin electrons is absent in FM1, the
transitions to the other ferromagnetic states, FM0 and FM2, inevitably accompany changes in
Fermi-surface topology and they are Lifshitz transitions.
In Figs. 2(b) and (c), we show the jumps in the momentum distribution functions for up-
spin and down-spin states, respectively. The jumps are measured at the Fermi momentum
along (π, 0)-(π, π) for PM, FM0, and FM1, and along (0, 0)-(π, 0) for FM2. Note that, in the
half-metallic state FM1, the Fermi surface for the up-spin electrons disappears and we cannot
deﬁne the Fermi momentum for the up-spin state. In PM and FM0, the f -electron contribution
Δnf (kF) increases as f decreases, since the number of f electrons increases. On the other
hand, Δnf (kF) decreases rapidly in FM2. Thus, the Fermi surface in FM2 is mainly composed
of the conduction electrons and the f electrons are almost localized there.
4 Summary
We have investigated the magnetic phases of the periodic Anderson model on a square lattice
by using the variational Monte Carlo method. We have considered the antiferromagnetic and
ferromagnetic states as the variational wavefunctions and treated them on an equal footing.
Around half-ﬁlling, the antiferromagnetic state is the ground state, and for a case far away from
half-ﬁlling, the ferromagnetic state is the ground state for a deep enough f level. Inside both
the magnetic phases, we have found Fermi-surface reconstruction, that is, Lifshitz transitions.
By analyzing the jumps in the momentum distribution functions at the Fermi momentum, we
have found that the f -electron contribution to the Fermi surface becomes small in the large
ordered-moment states, AF2 and FM2. Therefore, we conclude that the Lifshitz transitions to
AF2 and to FM2 are itinerant-localized transitions of the f electrons.
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